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The natural sub basins of Europe is a feature dataset which subdivides natural basins bigger than 40,000 square Kilometres into sub catchments of a surface between 10,000 square 
Kilometres and 40,000 square Kilometres. Sub basins are defined using the catchment area of big tributaries as much as possible, and subdividing the main course of the river into upper, 
medium, and lower parts of the basin. The target is having a spatially homogeneous, but still with hydrological meaning units. These subdivisions are nested when river basins are big and 
tributaries drain a surface bigger than 40,000 square Kilometres, which in the case of Danube and Volga makes up to 3 levels of sub basins.
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The natural sub basins layer is derived from ECRINS FECs. The process for creating them consists of a semi-automated procedure by 
which first FECs belonging to basins bigger than 40,000 square Kilometres are selected. Inside that basin, tributaries to the main river 
with a drainage surface bigger than 10,000 square Kilometres are taken as separate sub basins. If the area of an individual sub basin 
is bigger than 40,000 square Kilometres, then it is further subdivided as a normal basin. This loop continues until there is no tributary 
left with a surface bigger than 40,000 square Kilometres.

In big river basins, nested subdivisions occur when the resulting sub basin divided using main tributaries happen to be bigger than 
40,000 square Kilometres. The main course of the river after removing tributaries can still have a surface bigger than 40,000 square 
Kilometres. In such case, it is further subdivided by manually selecting the last FEC downstream of the upper sub basin. The selection 
is made taking into consideration the shape of the basin, the proximity of other subdivision because of big tributaries, the presence of 
tributaries below the 10,000 square Kilometres threshold, and the surface upstream not being subdivided yet to be bigger than 10,000 
and smaller than 40,000 square Kilometres.

This classification is done editing FECs’ attribute SB. After that they are dissolved with multipart option, and using the field SB, into the 
sub basins.
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